
On using arguments for reasoning about actions and valuesJohn FoxAdvanced Computation LaboratoryImperial Cancer Research FundLincoln's Inn FieldsLondon WC2 3PXUnited Kingdom Simon ParsonsDepartment of Electronic EngineeringQueen Mary and West�eld CollegeMile End RoadLondon E1 4NSUnited KingdomAbstractSystems of argumentation for handling beliefs aboutthe world have been reported in earlier papers. Itseems possible that these systems may also be applica-ble to reasoning about the e�ects of actions. Howeverthere are substantial di�erences reasoning about be-liefs and reasoning about actions, so a new system ofargumentation is required for the latter. This papermakes some preliminary remarks about how the ar-gumentation framework we have introduced elsewheremight be extended to making decisions about the ex-pected value of actions.IntroductionStandard decision theory (Rai�a 1970) builds on theprobabilistic view of uncertainty in reasoning about ac-tions. The costs and bene�ts of possible outcomes ofactions are weighted with their probabilities, yieldinga preference ordering on the \expected utility" of al-ternative actions. However, as Tan and Pearl (1994),amongst others, have pointed out, the speci�cationof the complete sets of probabilities and utilities re-quired by standard decision theory make the theoryimpractical in complex tasks which involve commonsense knowledge. This realisation has prompted workon qualitative approaches to decision making which at-tempt to reduce the amount of numerical informationrequired.Work on such qualitative decision making techniqueshas been an established topic of research at the Impe-rial Cancer Research Fund since the late seventies (see(Parsons & Fox 1996) for a review). Our early workwas partly concerned with the description of humande-cision processes (Fox 1980) and partly with the practi-cal development of decision systems for use in medicine(Fox, Barber, & Bardhan 1980). Whilst the qualita-tive decision procedures we developed proved to haveconsiderable descriptive value and practical promise,our desire to build decision support systems for safety-critical �elds such as medicine raised the concern thatour early applications were ad hoc. In particular wewere concerned that they, in common with all otherexpert systems being built at the time, were not based

on a rigorously de�ned decision theory. As a result wehave put considerable e�ort into developing a theoret-ical framework from qualitative decision making.The best developed part of this is an approach touncertainty and belief based on the idea of argumen-tation This approach emphasises the construction andaggregation of symbolic arguments based on the non-standard logic LA (Fox, Krause, & Elvang-G�ransson1993; Krause et al. 1995). This provides rules for con-structing reasons to believe in and doubt hypotheses,and reasons to believe or doubt arguments.The generality of the everyday idea of argumentationsuggests that a similar approach could be taken to rea-soning about actions, for instance in deciding on med-ical treatments or investigations. We might hope toconstruct arguments for and against alternative actionsin the usual way, avoiding issues about the elicitationand use of numerical utilities by representing the desir-ability and undesirability of actions symbolically. Thissuggestion immediately raises two questions. Firstly,how well does our formalisation of support and oppo-sition transfer to reasoning about action? Secondly,is the LA directly applicable to arguments about ac-tion or will di�erent logics be required? This paperattempts to provide some answers to these questions.While there are similarities between arguments forand against beliefs and arguments for and against ac-tions this discussion suggests that there are also signif-icant di�erences, amounting to a requirement for ad-ditional rules for assigning values to the outcomes ofactions, and for arguing the expected bene�ts of alter-native actions.This paper argues that the idea of argumentation isapplicable to reasoning about actions and values, butthat logics of argumentation other than LA will be re-quired. It then makes some preliminary remarks aboutwhat these logics should look like. First, however, wepresent a brief description of LA for those unfamiliarwith it. Arguments about beliefsIn classical logic, an argument is a sequence of in-ferences leading to a conclusion. If the argument



Ax (St : G : Sg) 2 �� `ACR (St : G : Sg) ^-I � `ACR (St : G : Sg) � `ACR (St0 : G0 : Sg0)� `ACR (St ^ St0 : G [G0 : combconj(Sg; Sg0))^-E1 � `ACR (St ^ St0 : G : Sg)� `ACR (St : G : Sg) !-I �; (St : ; : Sg) `ACR (St0 : G : Sg0)� `ACR (St! St0 : G : comb0imp(Sg; Sg0))^-E2 � `ACR (St ^ St0 : G : Sg)� `ACR (St0 : G : Sg) !-E � `ACR (St : G : Sg) � `ACR (St! St0 : G0 : Sg0))� `ACR (St0 : G [G : combimp(Sg; Sg0))_-I1 � `ACR (St : G : Sg)� `ACR (St _ St0 : G : Sg) :-I �; (St : ; : Sg) `ACR (? : G : Sg0)� `ACR (:St : G : comb0neg(Sg; Sg0)_-I2 � `ACR (St : G : Sg)� `ACR (St0 _ St : G : Sg) :-E1 � `ACR (St : G : Sg) � `ACR (:St : G0 : Sg0)� `ACR (? : G [G0 : combneg(Sg; Sg0))_-E � `ACR (St _ St0 : G : Sg) �; (St : G : >) `ACR (St00 : G0 : Sg0) �; (St0 : G : >) `ACR (St00 : G00 : Sg00)� `ACR (St00 : G0 [G00 : combdisj(Sg; Sg0; Sg00))Figure 1: Argumentation Consequence Relationis correct, then the conclusion is true. In the sys-tem of argumentation proposed by Fox, Krause andcolleagues (Fox, Krause, & Elvang-G�ransson 1993;Krause et al. 1995) this traditional form of reason-ing is extended to allow arguments to indicate supportfor and opposition to propositions, as well as provingthem, by assigning a label to arguments which denotethe con�dence that the arguments warrant in their con-clusions and a set of labels to indicate the formulaeused in the deduction. This form of argumentationmay be summarised by the following schema:Database `ACR (Sentence : Grounds : Sign)where `ACR is a suitable consequence relation. In-formally, Grounds (G) are the formulae used to inferSentence (St), and Sign (Sg) is a number or a symbolwhich indicates the con�dence warranted in the conclu-sion. The system discussed here has exactly this basis.We start with a set of atomic propositions L including> and ?, the ever true and ever false propositions. Wealso have the usual set of connectives f!;_;^;:g, andthe following set of rules for building the well-formedformulae (w� s) of the language.� If l 2 L then l is a well-formed formula (w� ).� If l is a w�, then :l is a w�.� If l and m are w� s then l ! m, l _m and l ^m arew� s.� Nothing else is a w�.The set of all w� s that may be de�ned using L, maythen be used to build up a database � where everyitem d 2 � is a triple (l : G : Sg) in which l is a w�,Sg represents con�dence in l, and G are the groundson which the assertion is made. With this formal sys-tem, we can take a database and use the argumentationconsequence relation `ACR de�ned in Figure 1 to buildarguments for propositions that we are interested in.

This consequence relation is de�ned in terms of rulesfor building new arguments from old. The rule !-E,for instance, says that from an argument for St andan argument for St ! St0 one can build an argumentfor St0. Typically we will be able to build several ar-guments for a given proposition, and so to �nd outsomething about the overall validity of the proposi-tion, we will atten the di�erent arguments to get asingle sign. Thus we have a function Flat(�) from a setof arguments A for a proposition p from a particulardatabase � to the pair of that proposition and someoverall measure of validity:Flat : A 7! hl; viwhere A = f(l : G : Sg) j � `ACR (l : G : Sg)g, and vis the result of a suitable combination of the Sg thattakes into account the structure of the arguments:v = at�fhGi; Sgii j (l : Gi : Sgi) 2 Ag�Together L, the rules for building the formulae, theconnectives, and `ACR de�ne a formal system of ar-gumentation LA. In fact, LA is really the basis of afamily of systems of argumentation, because one cande�ne a number of variants of LA by using di�er-ent sets of signs. Each set will have its own func-tions for handling conjunction combconj, implicationcombimp and comb0imp, negation combneg and comb0neg,and disjunction combdisj and each set will have itsown means of attening arguments, at. The mean-ings of the signs, attening functions, and combina-tion functions delineate the semantics of the systemof argumentation. Thus it is possible to de�ne sys-tems of argumentation based on LA with both proba-bilistic and possibilistic semantics (Krause et al. 1995;Parsons 1996).Many of the systems built using LA (Fox &Das 1996) use the set of signs (or \dictionary")



f++;+;�;��g where + indicates that there is rea-son to support a proposition, � indicates that there isreason to doubt a proposition, ++ indicates that thereis a reason to think a proposition is true and �� in-dicates that there is a reason to think a proposition isfalse. Arguments about actionsAt an informal level there appears to be a clear isomor-phism between arguments for beliefs and arguments foractions. Suppose we wish to construct an argument infavour of treating a patient with cancer by means ofchemotherapy. This might run as follows:Cancer is an intolerable condition and should beeradicated if it occurs. It is a disease consistingof uncontrolled cell proliferation. Certain chemi-cal agents kill cancer cells and/or reduce prolifer-ation. Therefore we should treat cancer patientswith such agents.The steps in this argument are warranted by some gen-eralised (and probably complex) theory of the patho-physiological processes involved in cancer, and theo-ries about what kinds of things are tolerable, desirableand so on. The argument is not conclusive, however,since the conclusion might be rebutted by counter-arguments, as when chemotherapy is contra-indicatedif a patient is frail or pregnant.Such arguments appear compatible with LA andconsequently we might consider using LA to constructsuch arguments. Suppose we summarise the above ex-ample in the notation of LA:A : G : +where A is the sentence \the patient should be treatedwith chemotherapy", G denotes the grounds of theargument (the sequence of steps given), and + indi-cates that the grounds support action A. However thisconceals some signi�cant complexities. The notion of\support" seems somewhat di�erent from the interpre-tation we have previously assigned to it. For LA wehave adopted the interpretation that an argument is aconventional proof, albeit one which it is acknowledgedcannot in practice be guaranteed to be correct. Anargument in support of some proposition is, in otherwords, a proof of the proposition which we accept couldbe wrong. This analysis of \support" does not seem tobe entirely satisfactory when reasoning about what weought to do as opposed to what is the case. Considerthe following simple argument, which is embedded inthe above example:cancer is an intolerable condition, therefore itshould be eradicatedThere is a possibility that this argument is mistaken,which would justify signing it with + (a \supporting"argument in LA) but the sense of support seems tobe di�erent from that which is intended when we saythat the intolerable character of cancer gives support to

any action that will eradicate it. In other words whenwe say \these symptoms support a diagnosis of can-cer", and \these conditions support use of chemother-apy" we are using the term \supports" in quite dis-tinct ways. The latter case involves no uncertainty,but depends only upon some sort of statement that in-tolerable states of a�airs ought not to be allowed tocontinue. If this is correct then it implies that ar-guing from \value axioms" is not the same thing asarguing under uncertainty and so is inappropriate forconstructing such arguments.How might we accomodate such arguments withinour existing framework? One possibility might be tokeep the standard form and elaborate the sentence weare arguing about to include a \value coe�cient", eg:(A : +) : G : +Which might be glossed as \there is reason to believethat action A will have a positively valued outcome".This may allow us to take advantage of standard LAfor reasoning with sentences about the value of actions,but it does not, of course, solve our problem since itsays nothing about the way in which we should assignor manipulate the value coe�cients.As a result, we currently prefer another approach,which is analogous to the decision theoretic notion ofexpected value. In this approach we construct com-pound arguments based on distinct steps of construct-ing and combining belief arguments and value argu-ments. For example, consider the following argument:A will lead to the condition CC has positive valueA has positive expected valuewhich could be represented as:A! C : G : + e1C : G0 : + v1A : (e1; v1) : + ev1We can think of this as being composed of three com-pletely separate stages as well as having three steps.The �rst stage, e1, is an argument in LA that C willoccur if action A is taken, which could be glossed as\G is grounds for arguing in support of C resultingfrom action A". The second stage, v1, says nothingabout uncertainty; it simply requires some mechanismfor assigning a value to C, call this AV. The �nal stageconcludes that A has positive expected value; to makethis step we shall have to give some mechanism forderiving arguments over sentences in LA and AV, callthis LEV.The attraction of this scheme is that it appears tomake explicit some inferences which are hidden in theother argument forms. However, it has the additionalrequirements that we de�ne two new systems|AV andLEV. It seems to us that this is a price worth payingsince making the assignment of values and the calcula-tion of expected value explicit gives muchmore exibil-ity and so makes it possible to represent quite complex



The patient has colonic polyps cp : G1 : ++ e1polyps may lead to cancer cp! ca : G2 : + e2cancer may lead to loss of life ca! ll : G3 : + e3loss of life is intolerable :(ll) : av : ++ v1surgery preempts malignancy su! :(cp! ca) : G4 : ++ e4argument for surgery su : (e1; e2; e3; e4; v1) : + ev1surgery has side-e�ect se su! se : G5 : ++ e5:(se) is desirable :(se) : av : + v2argument against surgery :(su) : (e5; v2) : + ev2se is preferable to loss of life pref (se; ll) : (v1 ; v2 ) : ++ p1no arguments to veto surgery safe(su) : cir : ++ c1surgery is preferable to :(surgery) pref (su; not(su)) : (ev1 ; ev2 ; p1 ) : ++ p2commit to surgery do(su) : (p2; c1) : ++ a1Figure 2: An example argumentpatterns of reasoning. As an example of the kind ofreasoning that should be possible consider the follow-ing:(1) The patient is believed to have colonic polypswhich, while presently benign, could become can-cerous.(2) Since cancer is life-threatening we ought totake some action to preempt this threat.(3) Surgical excision is an e�ective procedure forremoving polyps and therefore this is an argumentfor carrying out surgery.(4) Although surgery is unpleasant and has signif-icant morbidity this is preferable to loss of life, sosurgery ought to be carried out.Informally we can represent this argument as in Fig-ure 2.There are six di�erent forms of argument in this ex-ample which has a similar scope to the examples con-sidered by Tan and Pearl (1994). The �rst are thoselabeled e1,...,e5 which are standard arguments in LA.The second are value assignments v1 and v2 whichrepresent information about what states are desirableand undesirable. The third are expected value argu-ments ev1 and ev2 which combine the information instandard and value arguments. The fourth are pref-erence arguments p1 and p2 which express preferencesbetween di�erent decision options on the basis of theirexpected values making this explicit. The �fth type ofargument is the closure argument c1 which explicitlystates that all possible arguments have been consid-ered, and this leads to the �nal type of argument, thecommitment argument a1 which explicitly records thetaking of the decision. The following sections discusssome features of these arguments.Arguments about valuesWe require some language for representing values.Notwithstanding the common-sense simplicity of theidea of value its formalisation is not likely to be easy.

Value assignments are commonly held to be fundamen-tally subjective|they are based on the preferences ofa decision maker rather than being grounded in someobservable state of a�airs.There are a number of possible formalisms wemight consider. We might, for instance, adoptsome set of modal operators, as in desirable(P ) orundesirable(P ), where P is some sentence such as\the patient is free of disease". This is the approachadopted by Bell and Huang (Bell & Huang 1996;Huang & Bell 1996). Alternatively we might attachnumerical coe�cients, as in the use of quantitative util-ities in traditional decision theory. We propose repre-senting the value of a state or condition C by labelling aproposition describing C with a sign drawn from somedictionary D. For example if we adopt the dictionaryf+;�g we can represent a positively valued state bythe formula C : + and a negatively valued state byC : �. Alternatively we can use a dictionary of num-bers representing the possible value of states, eg [0;1],using these, say, to represent their monetary value.Some simple value argumentsThese simple value dictionaries are analogous to qual-itative and quantitative dictionaries for representinguncertainty used by LA. In this discussion we shallonly consider qualitative value dictionaries because,as with uncertainty, we can invariably judge whethersome state has positive or negative value, or is value-less, though we may not be able to determine a precisepoint value or precise upper and lower bounds on thevalue.Another similarity with our view of uncertainty isthat we can frequently assign di�erent values on statesfrom di�erent points of view. For example the use ofopiates is bad since they lead to addiction, but goodif they are being used as an analgesic. We thereforepropose to label value assignment expressions with thegrounds for the assignment ie C : G : V , giving us a\value argument" analogous to the argument expres-sions of LA. This is not a new idea of course. For



example, multi-attribute utility theory also assumesthe possibility of multiple dimensions over which val-ues can be assigned. However, the bene�ts of this sortof formalisation is that it may allow us cope with situa-tions where we cannot precisely quantify the value of asituation, and it permits explicit representation of thejusti�cations for particular value assignments makingit possible to take them into account when reasoning.The simplest useful dictionary of values allows us totalk about states that are good or desirable and stateswhich are bad or undesirable.dict(cost benefit) =def f+;�gAs discussed above, there is some ambiguity about themeaning of these signs. For example + could meansimply that the state has some absolute (point) posi-tive value, but the precise value is unknown, or it couldmean that we have an argument for the overall valueof our goods being increased. In both cases, however,it would seem that good and bad states can be relatedthrough a complementation rule.C : G : +:C : G : �There also seems to be some bene�t in extending thisdictionary to allow us to talk about maximal amountsof goodness (badness):dict(bounded cost benefit) =def f++;��;+;�gHowever, there seems to be a complication here. Itseems straightforward to claim that there is a lowerbound on badness|we might gloss this by saying cer-tain conditions are \intolerable" such as death for in-stance, but an upper bound on \goodness" (eg of abank balance) seems hard to conceive of. However ifwe accept:C : G : ++:C : G : ��then we can obtain a reasonable interpretation for theidea of a condition which is maximally desirable as thecomplement of any condition that is intolerable. Fur-thermore sentences like \human life is priceless" areheld, by their users at least, to have some meaning.From a pragmatic point of view such statements canseem merely romantic, but if we accept the above con-straint it is a direct consequence of asserting that lossof life is intolerable.The rest of the discussion will concentrate on thesign subset f+;++g of this dictionary but some re-marks will also be made about the whole dictionary.Basic value assignmentsThe basic schema of value assignment is analogous tothe standard argumentation schema, viz:Database `VCR (Condition : Grounds : Value) (1)

A basic value argument (BVA) is a triple de�ning somestate, the value assigned to it, and a justi�cation forthis particular assignment. The assertions \health isgood" or \illness is undesirable" might be representedin grounds-labelled form by:health : va : +where va is a label representing the justi�cation forthe BVA. Traditionally there has been considerablediscussion of the justi�cations for value assignments.Any discussion has to face the di�culty that valuesseem to be fundamentally subjective. In discussion ofbeliefs there is an analogous idea of subjective proba-bility but frequency theory has provided an objectivebasis which has led to a formal calculus of probability.There has been a similar attempt to identify an objec-tive framework for values, in consensual values (socialmores, legal systems etc), but it seems inescapable thatvalues are grounded in opinion rather than some sortof objective estimation of the chances of events. Wetherefore accept that a value assignment may in theend be warranted by sentences like \because I say so",\because the law says so", \because the church saysso" etc.In other words we have nothing new to say aboutthe nature of the \value theories" invoked in (1). Weshall simply assume that the theory provides a set ofuniversal value assignments. Our task here is not togive or justify some universal set of value assignmentsentences (any more than probability theorists are re-quired to provide particular collections of prior or con-ditional probabilities) but to identify ways in whichcollections of such value sentences might be manipu-lated, aiming to take some steps towards the de�nitionof a system AV which is analogous to LA but deals withvalues rather than beliefs. The assumption is that theassignment of values in sentences like \health is good"depends upon a derivation (l1; :::; ln) which bottomsout in some set of BVAs.Combining arguments about valuesWe start by considering how to calculate the value ofthe conjunction of two values. As an example, supposewe have the BVAs:illness : va : �expense : va : �then we will require some rules for aggregating the val-ues of the component states to yield a value for theconjunction (illness ^ expense) and a label represent-ing the justi�cation of this assignment. A reasonableposition for these qualitative values seems to be thatthe overall value of two independent conditions C1 andC2 can be no less than the value of the most valuableindividual condition, giving:C1 : G1 : V 1C2 : G2 : V 2C1^ C2 : G1 [G2 : V 3



where V 3 is max(V 1; V 2). In general, of course, valuesare cumulative and, for example monetary value wouldnormally be viewed as linearly or logarithmically ad-ditive. Note that we require that the two conditionsmust be independent (in some sense to be clari�ed) orwe are exposed to various counter-examples based oninteractions.We can also propose rules for conjunction elimina-tion:C1^ C2 : G : V 1C2 : G : V 2where V 2 denotes an interval whose upper bound isV 1, and for disjunction introduction:C1 : G1 : V 1C1_ C2 : G1 : V 1Since we have already given a mechanism for handlingnegation and it is not currently clear what implicationmeans for value sentences, this is as far as we can goin de�ning the construction of arguments in AV.Flattening value argumentsSince values are derived with respect to some valuetheory we can contemplate di�erent value argumentsgrounded in BVAs based on di�erent theories. In com-mon with LA value arguments with the same valuecan be aggregated. A simple summation rule may beacceptable for this but any aggregation rule we mightconsider should presumably honour the following con-straint:let Args be some set of arguments that a state Shas positive value, thenjArgsj � jArgs [ S : av : +jwhere jSetj means the aggregate value of the set of ar-guments that S has positive value. Following previoususage we might refer to the set of arguments as thecase for S being positively valued, and jArgsj as theforce of these arguments.Now, a condition may be desirable (undesirable)or absolutely required (intolerable) on some grounds,whereas on other grounds the condition may be val-ued di�erently so that there may be conict betweenarguments, for instance:C : G1 : +C : G2 : �One way to handle this is to have complementary valuearguments, C : G1 : + and C : G2 : �, cancel out inaggregation, making the attening function:let Args be some set of arguments that a state Shas positive value, thenjArgsj � jArgs [ S : av : �j

Another alternative, which is more in agreement withqualitative versions of classical decision theory (Well-man 1990; Agogino & Michelena 1993) is to have com-plementary value arguments lead to indeterminacy.If we have an argument that a condition has ab-solute value (its value is one of f++;��g) then thisvaluation determines the overall value whatever othervalue arguments can be constructed unless the oppos-ing value argument also has an absolute value. If valuearguments C : G1 : ++ and C : G2 : �� hold then anoverall value for the condition is unde�ned. The intu-ition here is that we cannot simply cancel an argumentthat a condition is absolutely desirable with an argu-ment that it is absolutely undesirable. For example,in discussions of euthanasia we may have an absoluteprohibition on killing; this cannot simply be cancelledout by arguing that a loved one's pain is intolerable.There are, of course, no simple decision rules for suchsituations and we do not want our system to introduceone. We therefore anticipate the need to identify suchconicts:C1 : G1 : ++C2 : G2 : ��C1^ C2 : G1 [G2 : ?Resolving such conicts will require some form of meta-logical reasoning, something like the opposite of cir-cumscription, in which we introduce new assumptionsor theories whose speci�c role is to overcome such dead-locks. In the euthanasia example, we may appeal tosocietal \thin end of the wedge" theories for instancein which \society's needs" were not included in theframing of the original decision.Arguments about expected valuesThe previous section dealt with the problem of aggre-gation of value arguments. It remains to provide rulesfor deriving sentences from combinations of belief ar-guments and value arguments (ie arguments in LA andAV respectively). Call these expected value arguments.As an example of this kind of derivation, consider theargument \diseases are undesirable, cancer is a diseaseso cancer is undesirable", which we might represent as:disease : v1 : �cancer! disease : e1 : ++cancer : (v1; e1) : �Conditionals like that in the second premise are con-cerned with belief (in this case a belief based on ana priori de�nition) which is of course the province ofLA. Now, assume we have the following argument inLA: C : e1 : Smeaning that we can argue for C with sign S and letus call this argument la1. Assume further that we alsohave the following argument in AV:C : v1 : V



which means that the value of C is V , and let us callthis argument av1. From these two arguments we wishto derive an argument in LEV:ev(C) : (e1; v1) : Emeaning that the expected value of C is E.The important question then becomes, how do weobtain E from the labels V and S? For the set ofvalues f+;++g the following rules seems to apply:C : la : SC : av : Vev(C) : (la; av) : Ewhere the value of E is given by the following table:++ +++ ++ ++ + +When we have an argument in LA to the e�ect that Cde�nitely holds, the expected value of C can be no lessthan the value that it is assigned by the argument inAV. When the argument that C holds is not certain,the expected value of C cannot be maximal: thereforesince we have only two symbols in the dictionary ev(C)must take the value +.Expected value of actionsFrom a decision making point of view arguments aboutexpected value of states are of little interest, except inthe situation where they are the outcomes of actionsthat we can choose to take or not take. As an exam-ple, we will want to reason about sentences concerningaction such as:not(cancer) : v1 : +surgery ! :(cancer) : e1 : ++ought to use(surgery) : (v1; e1) : +However we eschew derivations of value statementsfrom arguments entirely in LA, such as \the patienthas cancer, and surgery prevents cancer so we shouldcarry out surgery":cancer : e1 : +surgery ! :(cancer) : e2 : ++ought to use(surgery) : (e1; e2) : +in other words value assignments must eventually begrounded in at least one BVA. In order to reason aboutthe expected value of actions we have to extend themechanism discussed above. Consider the sentenceaction A will give rise to state CRepresenting this action as A! C we can express thisas an atomic argument:A! C : la : SWhat can we conclude from this? Intuitively we wantto be able to derive the expected value of an actionfrom the value of its expected consequences:ev(A) : (la; av) : E

meaning that the expected value of action A is E. If Shas the value ++ then we are saying that if we carryout action A then C will de�nitely occur, and if S hasthe value + then we are saying that if we carry out Athen there is a reason to believe that C will occur. Inother words we have an identical pattern of reasoningto that just suggested:A! C : la : SC : va : Vev(A) : (la; av) : Ewhere the value of E, as before, is given by the follow-ing table: ++ +++ ++ ++ + +If we allow V to range over the extended dictionaryf++;+;�;��g we may extend the table by:++ +� � ��� �� �However, we propose no rules for reasoning about theexpected value of actions when S is one of f�;��g.Flattening expected value argumentsIn many cases a collection of qualitative expected valuearguments can be aggregated using rules similar tothose suggested for AV. In other words attening couldbe taken to obey the following constraints:let Args be some set of arguments that a state Shas positive value, thenjArgsj � jArgs [ S : av : +jandlet Args be some set of arguments that a state Shas positive value, thenjArgsj � jArgs [ S : av : �jAlternatively attening could be by having argumentswith opposing values give an indeterminate result. Italso seems sensible to allow ++ and �� value argu-ments dominate. However, some quali�cations are inorder.Firstly, if we have expected value arguments basedon conicting values, for instance:ev(A) : G1;++ev(A) : G2;��then, as before, such conicts cannot be resolvedwithin the system.Secondly, it is not clear how far it is possible to go inhandling such conicts even stepping outside the sys-tem. Whereas it seems reasonable to perform a certainamount of reasoning about such conicts in LA (see



(Elvang-G�ransson & Hunter 1995) for example), thisis based upon the fact that what LA is dealing withis in some sense \objective". That is LA is dealingwith veri�able facts about the world, and so, since theworld is consistent (in the sense that any propositionx cannot both be true and false at the same time), anyinconsistency encountered by LA must be the result ofa mistake and so can be resolved. Since value argu-ments are grounded in \subjective" BVAs, rather thanobjective states of a�airs, then there seems little scopefor resolving conicts between arguments in the waywe can resolve them in LA. The conicts are the resultof two or more di�erent opinions, none of which needbe correct. One might show that one or more set ofvalue assignments violates transitivity of preferences,but there seems to be little more that one can hope toachieve.Finally, an action may have consequences other thanthose in which we are primarily interested. In otherwords actions have side-e�ects. Certain side-e�ects candefeat the assumptions on which expected value argu-ments are constructed. For example, suppose we arguefor an increase in income tax, on the grounds that thiswill generate additional revenue for increased publicspending, which is held to be desirable. If we also ar-gue that the tax increase will reduce the incentive towork hard then total income is reduced and hence to-tal revenue will not necessarily increase, which at leastweakens and may nullify the original argument. Thiscan be overcome if we can quantify the amounts of rev-enue involved, but in the present system this kind oflogical deadlock can occur.Preferences and commitmentsA complete decision theory is generally held to requiresome means of choosing between alternative actions.Despite the work outlined above the combined systemLA/AV/LEV does not have such a mechanism. How-ever, it is possible to extend the idea of argumentsabout values and expected values to provide such amechanism. In particular, we could use expected val-ues to construct a preference ordering over a set ofalternative actions as follows:Condition C1 is preferred to condition C2,pref (C1 ;C2 ), if:jC1 : G1 : +j > jC2 : G2 : +jTransitivity of preferences is implicit in this inequality,and it is also possible to base preferences on the num-ber of opposing arguments. However we have a prob-lem of potential instability analogous to that whicharises with uncertainty orderings. We could choose toact on a preference, but the preference could be transi-tory; wait a little longer and we might �nd that we canconstruct an argument to the e�ect that taking thataction could be disastrous. In classical decision theorysomething like this, the \stopping rule" is discussed

but we are not aware of any proposals that really ad-dress the stability problem. It is likely that this is in-evitable because, as with beliefs, the solution requiresa system of meta-level reasoning and circumscription.These concepts are not to be found in classical decisiontheory.What is needed is some stronger condition than sim-ply a preference for such and such an action. We wouldlike, for example, to be able to prove that the order-ing is, in fact, stable or that the bene�ts of achievinggreater stability are outweighed by the costs. We needsome closure condition that says, essentially, there areno further arguments that could alter our main prefer-ence, a condition which parallels Pollock's (1992) ideaof a practical warrant for taking an action. Abstractlywe can think of this as a \safety argument" of the form:best(A) : G : ++safe(A) : cir : ++commit(A) : (G ; cir) : ++where best(A) means that aggregation of the argu-ments for a action A has greater force than the argu-ments for any alternative action, and commit(A) repre-sents a non-reversible commitment for executing actionA, for example by executing it. Informally such safetyarguments might include:� Demonstrating that there are no sources of informa-tion that could lead to arguments which would resultin a di�erent best action.� Demonstrating that the expected costs of not com-mitting to A exceed the expected costs of seekingfurther information.However, it is clear, as Pollock points out, that anysystem which is intended to have practical uses shouldtake seriously the computational problems inherent inchecking that \no sources . . . could lead to arguments".It should also be noted that an idea of commitmentsimilar to that required here has been implementedwithin the RED system (Das et al. 1997).Conclusions and discussionWe identi�ed a number of di�erent types of argumentthat can participate in making decisions by reasoningabout the outcome of possible actions and have sug-gested some ways in which these arguments may bebuilt and combined. We believe that the frameworkwe have outlined has the potential to integrate thebest parts of traditional planning mechanisms and de-cision theory in the way suggested by Pollock (1992)and Wellman and Doyle (1991).While recognising that much remains to be done toprovide a secure foundation for this approach to rea-soning about action it appears to have potential meritfor extending the scope of argumentation to cover acomparable range of decisions to that addressed byclassical decision theory. If this holds up then the
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